D8-2DAY – SOME IDEAS YOU MAY WANT TO CONSIDER
PROBLEM

POSSIBLE SOLUTION

That Spreadsheet you rely on for
important reports or even to run your
whole business has multiple spelling
errors and has begun to display errors

I can reformat and cleanse your data
using rapid data checking tools and put
your spreadsheet back into perfect
working order. I can also enhance it and
put in measures to stop it corrupting
again.
You have a really good database that was I can open and work on many types of
written by someone who has now left the database systems and put in any changes
company and you are wanting to make
or enhancements or even move all your
changes but cant get at what you want to data into a new database written to your
do
own specification
You want to automate your spreadsheet
I can take your spreadsheet and add in
to provide different reports for your team any enhancements you might want to
or manager but you’re unsure of how to
make in the way it operates for you and
go about it.
your colleagues.
Your small business is getting more
I can provide you with several solutions
popular and with that the information
from spreadsheets, databases and also
needed to keep and supply to your
small off the shelf business management
customer base is growing but you want to systems that I will configure for you or
concentrate on producing your end
help you to do so.
product.
You have a set of spreadsheets and each
I can combine the spreadsheets and add
one forms a part of your business
forms and the like to make operation
processes. It would be much better and
easier. I can write a small database and
less time consuming to consolidate all
move all your existing data into it with all
into a single system
the extras you may need to save you
time.
Your company has existed for years on a
Again, I can take your existing datasets
set of spreadsheets and small databases
and either combine them into a bespoke
but they are now becoming unwieldy and solution or I can help you find a cost
adding to business risk if they fail or
effective off the shelf system that I will
corrupt
help you install and put into action.
Due to cutbacks and other pressures your I can carry out a full asset survey including
asset base and register is no longer
current lifetime estimation and values
reliable which is impacting upon your
and then add the data (and your existing
planned and statutory maintenance
validated data) into an agreed system to
programme
ensure your full compliance
For any other queries please phone me on 07450 243016 or email me on info@d8-2day.uk

